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(54) SERVICE AUTHENTICATION PROCESSING METHOD AND APPARATUS

(57) The present invention discloses a service au-
thentication processing method and apparatus. In the
above method, a service authentication request from a
sending end is received; and in a case that the service
authentication request is successfully authenticated
through a proxy module, an administrator right is author-
ized to the sending end through the proxy module, and/or
an adaptation interface for performing a control operation
on a client is provided to the sending end, herein the

proxy module is a first application program running on
the client, and the first application program is used for
acquiring administrator right of the client and/or used for
adapting to an operating system used on the client. With
the technical solution provided by the present invention,
the workload of maintenance personnel is reduced, the
error probability of manual operation is reduced, and the
operation and maintenance efficiency is improved.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of com-
munication, and in particular to a service authentication
processing method and apparatus.

Background

[0002] With the continuous evolution of the IT technol-
ogy, the infrastructure aspect also brings forth the new
through the old. With the continuous mature development
of the virtualization technology, the cloud computing has
also entered a new stage. The cloud computing is the
development and commercial implementation of the con-
cepts, such as, distributed processing, parallel comput-
ing and grid computing, etc., its technical essence lies in
the virtualization of the IT software and hardware re-
sources, such as, computing, storage, server and appli-
cation software, etc., and the cloud computing has its
own unique technology in the aspects, such as, virtuali-
zation, data storage, data management, programming
mode, etc.
[0003] The desktop virtual machine, that is, the server
virtualization, is an important cornerstone of the under-
lying architecture of the cloud computing. In the process
of the server virtualization, the virtualized software needs
to realize the functions, such as, hardware abstraction,
resource allocation, scheduling and management, isola-
tion between the virtual machine and the host operating
system and isolation among multiple virtual machines,
etc., and the typical realization (which basically becomes
a factual standard) can include but not limited to: Citrix
Xen, VMware ESX Server, Microsoft Hype-V.
[0004] The virtual desktop of the cloud computing is to
use and highlight the advantages of the desktop and
meanwhile to create a new Web application development
and releasing platform based on the cloud computing.
The virtual desktop, that is, the Web desktop, can run on
a browser, which can integrate Web applications, Web
services, C\S applications, C\S application servers, and
local clients to a desktop environment. The virtual desk-
top of the cloud computing is to use and highlight the
advantages of the desktop and meanwhile to create a
new Web application development and releasing plat-
form based on the cloud computing.
[0005] At present, in the application process of the vir-
tual desktop, there are various types of brands and mod-
els of the thin terminals. The operating systems installed
on the thin terminals by various manufacturers are also
different. At present, the main products sold on the mar-
ket can include: windows XP, win7, XPE, WES7, Linux,
Ubuntu, Android and other operating systems. Different
operating systems have different installation strategies
and limitations for the application software. If the instal-
lation, deployment and debugging of the desktop client
are performed on all brands and models, the work is com-

plicated and there is a huge workload; a large number of
repeated work will further lead to the installation package
transmission errors and insufficient space and other fac-
tors, which thus result in that the client installation is ab-
normal, and then also bring great difficulty to the trouble-
shooting. There are two main following problems existed
in deploying the desktop client by the thin terminal cur-
rently:

on the one hand, when deploying the desktop client
on the thin terminal, the desktop client is manually
installed in one terminal by one terminal. , while only
a small part of the manufacturers can achieve issuing
uniformly by the background, but its defect is that: it
is lack of a method of uniformly issuing and silent
installation for terminals of all types of operating sys-
tem;

on the other hand, in a part of cloud desktop scenar-
ios, the right control to the user is more strict, only
the user right is open on the thin terminal, and the
thin terminal runs by using the non-system adminis-
trator right, such as a user account, etc., which is
easily to lead to be limited by the thin terminal oper-
ating system either the user manually installs the
desktop client or the background issues it uniformly;
especially for the operating system of which the user
right control is strict, such as, win 7, etc., it even will
be rejected to install the software under the user
right, thus eventually leading to the installation fail-
ure.

[0006] FIG. 1 is a deployment diagram of manually de-
ploying a cloud desktop client according to the existing
technology. As shown in FIG. 1, the user performs auto-
matic installation through the desktop client program is-
sued by the management platform, and the thin terminal
must be run under the operating system administrator
right. In addition, for the thin terminals of different types
of operating systems, the management server must pro-
vide different strategies for issuing and installing the cli-
ent software, which results in that the processing proce-
dure of the management server is very cumbersome.
Thus, in the above process, it is just because the thin
terminal side is required to be with the development ad-
ministrator right and the management platform side
needs to adapt all types of operating systems, and thus
it leads to that the whole process is extremely complex,
and excessive manpower, material and financial resourc-
es are wasted.

Summary of the Invention

[0007] The embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a service authentication processing method and
apparatus, to at least solve the problem that the operation
to the cloud desktop run on the client is limited without
the administrator right or the complexity for performing
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the control operation to the cloud desktop will be in-
creased due to the differences of the operating system
types in the existing technology.
[0008] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion, a service authentication processing method is pro-
vided. According to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion, a service authentication processing method is pro-
vided, including: receiving a service authentication re-
quest from a sending end; and in a case that the service
authentication request is successfully authenticated
through a proxy module, authorizing an administrator
right to the sending end through the proxy module, and/or
providing an adaptation interface for performing a control
operation on a client to the sending end, herein the proxy
module is a first application program running on the client,
and the first application program is used for acquiring an
administrator right of the client and/or used for adapting
to an operating system used on the client.
[0009] Alternatively, after authorizing the administrator
right to the sending end through the proxy module, the
method further includes: receiving an installation pack-
age of a second application program from the sending
end, herein, the client is currently running under a normal
user right; and in a case of determining that the sending
end has the administrator right, installing the second ap-
plication program by adopting the installation package.
[0010] Alternatively, after authorizing the administrator
right to the sending end through the proxy module, the
method further includes: receiving an upgrade package
of a second application program from the sending end,
herein, the client is currently running under a normal user
right; and in a case of determining that the sending end
has the administrator right and the second application
program is already installed currently, updating the sec-
ond application program by adopting the upgrade pack-
age.
[0011] Alternatively, after authorizing the administrator
right to the sending end through the proxy module, the
method further includes: receiving a request to uninstall
a second application program from the sending end,
herein, the client is currently running under a normal user
right; and in a case of determining that the sending end
has the administrator right and the second application
program is already installed currently, uninstalling the
second application program according to the request.
[0012] Alternatively, after providing the adaption inter-
face to the sending end, the method further includes:
receiving a configuration operation instruction from the
sending end through the proxy module; and performing
a configuration operation corresponding to the configu-
ration operation instruction according to the configuration
operation instruction.
[0013] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, a service authentication processing apparatus
is provided.
[0014] A service authentication processing apparatus
according to an embodiment of the present invention in-
cludes: a first receiving module, arranged to: receive a

service authentication request from a sending end; and
a processing module, arranged to: in a case that the serv-
ice authentication request is successfully authenticated
through a proxy module, authorize an administrator right
to the sending end through the proxy module, and/or pro-
vide an adaptation interface to the sending end for per-
forming a control operation on a client, herein the proxy
module is a first application program running on the client,
and the first application program is used for acquiring an
administrator right of the client and/or used for adapting
to an operating system used on the client.
[0015] Alternatively, the above apparatus further in-
cludes: a second receiving module, arranged to: receive
an installation package of a second application program
from the sending end, herein, the client is currently run-
ning under a normal user right; and an installation mod-
ule, arranged to: in a case of determining that the sending
end has the administrator right, install the second appli-
cation program by adopting the installation package.
[0016] Alternatively, the above apparatus further in-
cludes: a third receiving module, arranged to: receive an
upgrade package of a second application program from
the sending end, wherein, the client is currently running
under a normal user right; and an upgrade module, ar-
ranged to: in a case of determining that the sending end
has the administrator right and the second application
program is already installed currently, upgrade the sec-
ond application program by adopting the upgrade pack-
age.
[0017] Alternatively, the above apparatus further in-
cludes: a fourth receiving module, arranged to: receive
a request to uninstall a second application program from
the sending end, herein, the client is currently running
under a normal user right; and an uninstallation module,
arranged to: in a case of determining that the sending
end has the administrator right and the second applica-
tion program is already installed currently, uninstall the
second application program according to the request.
[0018] Alternatively, the above apparatus further in-
cludes: a fifth receiving module, arranged to: receive a
configuration operation instruction from the sending end
through the proxy module; and an execution module, ar-
ranged to: perform a configuration operation correspond-
ing to the configuration operation instruction according
to the configuration operation instruction.
[0019] Through the embodiment of the present inven-
tion, a received service authentication request from a
sending end is adopted; and in a case that the service
authentication request is successfully authenticated
through a proxy module, an administrator right is author-
ized to the sending end through the proxy module, and/or
an adaptation interface for performing a control operation
on a client is provided to the sending end, herein the
proxy module is a first application program running on
the client, and the first application program is used for
acquiring an administrator right of the client and/or used
for adapting to an operating system used on the client.
It solves at least the problem that the operation to the
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cloud desktop run on the client is limited without the ad-
ministrator right or the complexity of performing the con-
trol operation to the cloud desktop will be increased due
to the differences of the operating system types in the
existing technology. Thus, the workload of maintenance
personnel is reduced, the error probability of manual op-
eration is reduced, and the operation and maintenance
efficiency is improved.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0020] The accompanying drawings described herein
are used to provide further understanding for the present
invention and constitute a part of the present application.
The illustrated embodiments of the present invention and
the description thereof are used to explain the present
invention, rather than constituting an inappropriate limi-
tation to the present invention. In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a deployment diagram of manually deploy-
ing a cloud desktop client according to the existing
technology;

FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a service authentication
processing method according to an embodiment of
the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a diagram of deploying a cloud desktop
client by a user through a proxy module according
to an alternative embodiment of the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 4 is a structure block diagram of a service au-
thentication processing apparatus according to an
embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 5 is a structure block diagram of a service au-
thentication processing apparatus according to an
alternative embodiment of the present invention.

Specific Embodiments

[0021] The present invention is described in detail with
reference to the accompanying drawings and in combi-
nation with embodiments hereinafter. It should be illus-
trated that, in the case of not conflicting, the embodiments
in the present application and features in these embod-
iments can be combined with each other.
[0022] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a service authentication
processing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 2, the method can
include the following processing steps.
[0023] In step S202: a service authentication request
from a sending end is received.
[0024] In step S204: in a case that the service authen-
tication request is successfully authenticated through a
proxy module, an administrator right is authorized to the
sending end through the proxy module, and/or an adap-

tation interface for performing a control operation on a
client is provided to the sending end, herein the proxy
module is a first application program running on the client,
and the first application program is used for acquiring an
administrator right of the client and/or used for adapting
to an operating system used on the client.
[0025] The operation to the cloud desktop run on the
client is limited in a case without the administrator right
or the complexity of performing the control operation to
the cloud desktop will be increased due to the differences
of the operating system types in the existing technology.
By using the method shown in FIG. 2, the sending end
sends the service authentication request to the client in-
stalled with the proxy module, and the proxy module per-
forms the service authentication to the sending end; if
the authentication is successful, then the proxy module
authorizes the administrator right of the client to the send-
ing end, to enable the sending end with the system ad-
ministrator right to perform the operation on the cloud
desktop of the client and not be rejected by the client; in
addition, the client can further adapts the operating sys-
tem through the proxy module, so even in the situation
that there are differences between the operating systems
used by the sending end and the client, because the
proxy module plays a role of adaptation, the differences
between different types of operating systems can be
shielded, in order to facilitate the sending to perform the
control operation to the desktop cloud of the client. Thus,
it solves at least the problem that the operation to the
cloud desktop run on the client is limited without the ad-
ministrator right or the complexity of performing the con-
trol operation to the cloud desktop will be increased due
to the differences of the operating system types in the
existing technology; and thus, the workload of mainte-
nance personnel is reduced, the operation complexity of
the cloud desktop of the client and the error probability
of manual operation are reduced, and the operation and
maintenance efficiency is improved.
[0026] In an alternative implementation process, the
above client can be a thin terminal (that is, no need to
load more applications, while a lot of calculations can be
run on the background server through the network), and
the above sending end is usually a management server,
and can also be other terminals except the client where
the proxy module is located.
[0027] Alternatively, in step S204, after the proxy mod-
ule authorizes the administrator right to the sending end,
the method further can include the following steps.
[0028] In step S1: an installation package of a second
application program from the sending end is received,
herein, the client is currently running under a normal user
right.
[0029] In step S2: in a case of determining that the
sending end has the administrator right, the second ap-
plication program is installed by adopting the installation
package.
[0030] In an alternative embodiment, the maintenance
personnel pre-installs and deploys a proxy module of a
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desktop client in an image of the thin terminal, and then
the image is used as a standard image to perform the
refurbishment to all thin terminals. The proxy module is
deployed by the maintenance personnel in a manual
mode under the system administrator right, with a self-
starting function, and the proxy module has capability to
acquire the highest system inner core right. The user can
automatically install the installation package of the desk-
top client program issued by the management server,
and the thin terminal runs under the user right. The man-
agement server initiates the service authentication proc-
ess, and obtains the system administrator right of the thin
terminal after the successful authentication. Thus, even
under the user right, the application program can also be
installed to the thin terminal, rather than being rejected
by the operating system.
[0031] Alternatively, in step S204, after the proxy mod-
ule authorizes the administrator right to the sending end,
the method further can include the following steps.
[0032] In step S3: an upgrade package of a second
application program from the sending end is received,
herein, the client is currently running under a normal user
right.
[0033] In step S4: in a case of determining that the
sending end has the administrator right and the second
application program is already installed currently, the
second application program is upgrade d by adopting the
upgrade package.
[0034] In the alternative embodiment, the user can per-
form automatic upgrade through the upgrade package
of the desktop client program issued by the management
server, and the thin terminal runs under the user right.
The management server initiates the service authentica-
tion process, and obtains the system administrator right
of the thin terminal after the successful authentication.
Thus, even under the user right, the application program
already installed in the thin terminal can also be upgrad-
ed, rather than being rejected by the operating system.
[0035] Alternatively, in step S204, after the proxy mod-
ule authorizes the administrator right to the sending end,
the method further can include the following steps.
[0036] In step S5: a request to uninstall a second ap-
plication program from the sending end is received, here-
in, the client is currently running under a normal user right.
[0037] In step S6: in a case of determining that the
sending end has the administrator right and the second
application program is already installed currently, the
second application program is uninstalled according to
the request.
[0038] In the alternative embodiment, the user can per-
form automatic uninstallation through the uninstallation
instruction of the desktop client program issued by the
management server, to "thin" the thin terminal, and the
thin terminal runs under the user right. The management
server initiates the service authentication process, and
obtains the system administrator right of the thin terminal
after the successful authentication. Thus, even under the
user right, the application program already installed in

the thin terminal can also be uninstalled, rather than being
rejected by the operating system.
[0039] Alternatively, in step S204, after providing the
adaptation interface to the sending end, the method fur-
ther can include the following steps.
[0040] In step S7: a configuration operation instruction
from the sending end is received through the proxy mod-
ule.
[0041] In step S8: a configuration operation corre-
sponding to the configuration operation instruction is ex-
ecuted according to the configuration operation instruc-
tion.
[0042] In the alternative embodiment, the proxy mod-
ule also has the role of system support, which adapts the
common thin terminal operating system, and opens a
unified adaption interface for performing the configura-
tion operation to the management server, (the operation
may include: system parameter configuration, network
parameter configuration, etc.). The management server
only needs to interact with the proxy module, to send the
configuration operation instruction to the proxy module.
And because the proxy module already performs the
adaption work to the operating system currently used by
the thin terminal, shields the differences of the operation
system types, thus, the corresponding configure opera-
tion can be performed directly to the thin terminal accord-
ing to the configuration instruction issued by the man-
agement server. Thereby, the interface adaption work in
the process of executing various operations between the
background server and the thin terminal is greatly re-
duced, and the complexity of the management platform
to uniformly deploy the cloud desktop client is reduced.
[0043] It needs to be explained that the configuration
operation to the thin terminal by the above management
server can be executed just after the proxy module only
completes the adaption for the operating system current-
ly used by the thin terminal; of course, it can be executed
after the proxy module not only completes the adaption
for the operating system currently used by the thin ter-
minal, but also completes the service authentication to
the management server.
[0044] The above alternative implementation process
is further described by combining with the alternative em-
bodiment as shown in FIG. 3.
[0045] FIG. 3 is a diagram of deploying a cloud desktop
client by a user through a proxy module according to an
alternative embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in FIG. 3, the user automatically installs the desk-
top client program issued by the management server,
and the thin terminal runs under the user right. The man-
agement server initiates the service authentication proc-
ess, and obtains the system administrator right of the thin
terminal after the successful authentication. For the thin
terminals with different types of operating systems, the
management server does not need to perform adaption
for all types of operating systems, while only needs to
keep one set of interface for interaction between itself
and the proxy module. Thus, it is able to achieve unified
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deployment of the desktop clients in a batch for the thin
terminals with all types of operating systems, and espe-
cially for the automatic installation and deployment of the
cloud desktop client under the non-system administrator
account, and it also supports the manual single client
installation by the user under the non-system adminis-
trator right.
[0046] The above method of deploying the desktop cli-
ent through the proxy module mainly regards the proxy
modules pre-deployed in various types of operating sys-
tems of the thin terminals as the bridge, even if the ap-
plication software, runs on the non-system administrator
right level, also can obtain the right of installing the soft-
ware in the system through the proxy module, and the
proxy module shields the operating system type of the
thin terminal to the management server, which really re-
alizes completing the automatic installation and deploy-
ment of the desktop client without manual intervention in
various harsh conditions, thereby greatly simplifying the
operation process, and improving the operation and
maintenance efficiency of the thin terminal under the
cloud desktop scenario.
[0047] FIG. 4 is a structure block diagram of a service
authentication processing apparatus according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 4,
the service authentication processing apparatus can be
applied to a thin terminal, and the service authentication
processing apparatus can include: a first receiving mod-
ule 100, arranged to: receive a service authentication
request from a sending end; and a processing module
102, arranged to: in a case that the service authentication
request is successfully authenticated through a proxy
module, authorize an administrator right to the sending
end through the proxy module, and/or provide an adap-
tation interface for performing a control operation on a
client to the sending end, herein the proxy module is a
first application program running on the client, and the
first application program is used for acquiring an admin-
istrator right of the client and/or used for adapting to an
operating system used on the client.
[0048] By adopting the apparatus as shown in FIG. 4,
it solves at least the problem that the operation to the
cloud desktop run on the client is limited without the ad-
ministrator right or the complexity of performing the con-
trol operation to the cloud desktop will be increased due
to the differences of the operating system types in the
existing technology. Thus, the workload of maintenance
personnel is reduced, the error probability of manual op-
eration is reduced, and the operation and maintenance
efficiency is improved.
[0049] Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 5, the above ap-
paratus further can include: a second receiving module
104, arranged to: receive an installation package of a
second application program from the sending end, here-
in, the client is currently running under a normal user
right; and an installation module 106, arranged to: in a
case of determining that the sending end has the admin-
istrator right, install the second application program by

adopting the installation package.
[0050] Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 5, the above ap-
paratus further can include: a third receiving module 108,
arranged to: receive an upgrade package of a second
application program from the sending end, herein, the
client is currently running under a normal user right; and
an upgrade module 110, arranged to: in a case of deter-
mining that the sending end has the administrator right
and the second application program is already installed
currently, upgrade the second application program by
adopting the upgrade u package.
[0051] Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 5, the above ap-
paratus further can include: a fourth receiving module
112, arranged to: receive a request to uninstall a second
application program from the sending end, herein, the
client is currently running under a normal user right; and
an uninstallation module 114, arranged to: in a case of
determining that the sending end has the administrator
right and the second application program is already in-
stalled currently, uninstall the second application pro-
gram according to the request.
[0052] Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 5, the above ap-
paratus further can include: a fifth receiving module 116,
arranged to: receive a configuration operation instruction
from the sending end through the proxy module; and an
execution module 118, arranged to: perform a configu-
ration operation corresponding to the configuration op-
eration instruction according to the configuration opera-
tion instruction.
[0053] From the above description, it can be seen that
the above embodiments achieve the following technical
effects (it needs to be explained that these effects are
the effects that some of the alternative embodiments can
achieve): By adopting the method that the virtual desktop
system issues the desktop client to the thin terminal in
silence for automatic installation provided by the embod-
iment of the present invention, it can effectively avoid the
occurrence of the situation the user fails to install the
desktop client on the thin terminal due to limitation of the
operating system right of the thin terminal under the sce-
nario that the single desktop client is deployed by man-
ually on the thin terminal in the virtual desktop environ-
ment, especially the thin terminal only opens the non-
administrator account to the user. Thus, the automatic
and centralized management of the desktop client on the
thin terminal is realized in the cloud desktop system; even
if the thin terminal opens only the non-system adminis-
trator right, it also can realize the unified and silent de-
ployment of the desktop client, so as to effectively en-
hance the user awareness to the cloud desktop, greatly
improve the operation and maintenance efficiency of the
virtual desktop and reduce the probability of error caused
by manually installing the client.
[0054] Obviously, it can be understood by those skilled
in the art that each module or each step above-mentioned
in the present invention can be implemented by the uni-
versal computing apparatus, and they can be integrated
in a single computing apparatus, or distributed in the net-
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work made up by a plurality of computing apparatus. Al-
ternatively, they can be implemented by the computing
apparatus executable program codes. Accordingly, they
can be stored in the storage apparatus and implemented
by the computing apparatus, and in some situation, the
shown or described steps can be executed according to
a sequence different from herein, or they are made to
each integrated circuit module respectively, or a plurality
of modules or steps therein are made into the single in-
tegrated circuit module to be implemented. Thereby, the
present invention is not limit to any specific form of the
combination of the hardware and software.
[0055] The above description is only the alternative
embodiments of the present invention and is not intended
to limit the present invention. For those skilled in the art,
the present invention can have various modifications and
variations. All of modifications, equivalents and/or varia-
tions without departing from the spirit and essence of the
present invention should be embodied in the scope of
the appending claims of the present invention.

Industrial Applicability

[0056] As mentioned above, the service authentication
processing method and apparatus provided by the em-
bodiment of the present invention have the following ben-
eficial effects: the automatic and centralized manage-
ment for the desktop client on the thin terminal is realized
in the cloud desktop system; even if the thin terminal only
opens the non-system administrator right, it also can re-
alize the unified and silent deployment of the desktop
client, so as to effectively enhance the user awareness
to the cloud desktop, greatly improve the operation and
maintenance efficiency of the virtual desktop and reduce
the probability of error caused by manually installing the
client.

Claims

1. A service authentication processing method, com-
prising:

receiving a service authentication request from
a sending end; and
in a case that the service authentication request
is successfully authenticated through a proxy
module, authorizing an administrator right to the
sending end through the proxy module, and/or
providing an adaptation interface for performing
a control operation on a client to the sending
end, wherein, the proxy module is a first appli-
cation program running on the client, and the
first application program is used for acquiring an
administrator right of the client and/or used for
adapting to an operating system used on the
client.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein after au-
thorizing the administrator right to the sending end
through the proxy module, the method further com-
prises:

receiving an installation package of a second
application program from the sending end,
wherein, the client is currently running under a
normal user right; and
in a case of determining that the sending end
has the administrator right, installing the second
application program by adopting the installation
package.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein, after au-
thorizing the administrator right to the sending end
through the proxy module, the method further com-
prises:

receiving an upgrade package of a second ap-
plication program from the sending end, where-
in, the client is currently running under a normal
user right; and
in a case of determining that the sending end
has the administrator right and the second ap-
plication program is already installed currently,
updating the second application program by
adopting the upgrade package.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein, after au-
thorizing the administrator right to the sending end
through the proxy module, the method further com-
prises:

receiving a request to uninstall a second appli-
cation program from the sending end, wherein,
the client is currently running under a normal
user right; and
in a case of determining that the sending end
has the administrator right and the second ap-
plication program is already installed currently,
uninstalling the second application program ac-
cording to the request.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein, after pro-
viding the adaption interface to the sending end, the
method further comprises:

receiving a configuration operation instruction
from the sending end through the proxy module;
and
performing a configuration operation corre-
sponding to the configuration operation instruc-
tion according to the configuration operation in-
struction.

6. A service authentication processing apparatus, com-
prising:
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a first receiving module, arranged to: receive a
service authentication request from a sending
end; and
a processing module, arranged to: in a case that
the service authentication request is success-
fully authenticated through a proxy module, au-
thorize an administrator right to the sending end
through the proxy module, and/or provide an ad-
aptation interface for performing a control oper-
ation on a client to the sending end, wherein,
the proxy module is a first application program
running on the client, and the first application
program is used for acquiring an administrator
right of the client and/or used for adapting to an
operating system used on the client.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, further compris-
ing:

a second receiving module, arranged to: receive
an installation package of a second application
program from the sending end, wherein, the cli-
ent is currently running under a normal user
right; and
an installation module, arranged to: in a case of
determining that the sending end has the admin-
istrator right, install the second application pro-
gram by adopting the installation package.

8. The apparatus according to claim 6, further compris-
ing:

a third receiving module, arranged to: receive
an upgrade package of a second application
program from the sending end, wherein, the cli-
ent is currently running under a normal user
right; and
an upgrade module, arranged to: in a case of
determining that the sending end has the admin-
istrator right and the second application program
is already installed currently, upgrade the sec-
ond application program by adopting the up-
grade package.

9. The apparatus according to claim 6, further compris-
ing:

a fourth receiving module, arranged to: receive
a request to uninstall a second application pro-
gram from the sending end, wherein, the client
is currently running under a normal user right;
and
an uninstallation module, arranged to: in a case
of determining that the sending end has the ad-
ministrator right and the second application pro-
gram is already installed currently, uninstall the
second application program according to the re-
quest.

10. The apparatus according to claim 6, further compris-
ing:

a fifth receiving module, arranged to: receive a
configuration operation instruction from the
sending end through the proxy module; and
an execution module, arranged to: perform a
configuration operation corresponding to the
configuration operation instruction according to
the configuration operation instruction.
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